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Arrival - Reaching Trieste

- By Plane from Trieste Airport (TRS)

Trieste "Ronchi dei Legionari" airport is about 25km north-west of Trieste. From there you 
can take the APT coach service to the centre of Trieste - Line 51, tickets are available from 
the blue machine just beyond the arrivals gate ( APT timetable). (Note that this service 
runs much less frequently at weekends. Tickets can be purchased also downtown from the 
bus station next to Trieste Centrale).

- By Plane from Venice Airport (VCE)

The Venice Airports (Marco Polo and Treviso) are another option for coming to Trieste. 
From there you'll need to take the coach service (tickets available from the ATVO service 
desk at the airport foyer) to Venezia Mestre train station and continue on with the train to 
Trieste Centrale (around one and a half to two hours).
The hotels reserved for you are just a short walk from Trieste Centrale train station.

Accomodation

Students will be lodged in shared rooms in one of the following hotels:

- Residence Le Terrazze, Via Fabio Filzi, 21/1, 34132 Trieste
- Residence Del Mare, Via della Madonna del Mare, 4, 34124 Trieste

Meals

Breakfast is not provided at your hotel (but you have a kitchenette). 
There will be Coffee Breaks held close to the lecture room.
Lunches will be provided at the SISSA cafeteria.
Dinners will be provided downtown Trieste in the following restaurants of your choice:

1. Ristorante Antico Panada  -  Via Giacchino Rossini, 8/D, Trieste
2. Birreria Forst - Via Giorgio Galatti, 11, Trieste
3. Pizzeria Copacabana - Via del Teatro Romano, 24, Trieste

You will be provided ticket vouchers to be used in the SISSA cafeteria (lunches) and in the 
selected restaurants only (dinners).
-  Lunch Vouchers are white and reporting: “BUONO PASTO, SMA ristorazione srl”.
- Dinner Vouchers are orange (for students) and white (for lecturers) and reporting 
“Invisibles16 School, Dinner Voucher”.

Each dinner voucher has the nominal value of 15 Euros (or 18 Euros for lecturers) , 
corresponding to a proposed meal or to a choice of yours. In case your choice exceeds the 
nominal value, you should pay for the difference directly at the restaurant.
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Transportation

You will be provided one ticket with 10 stripes which is valid for 10 rides of public 
transporation. Tickets must be validated on board.

To reach SISSA from downtown Trieste you can take the dedicated transporation (see 
below) or the bus lines either “38” or “2/”.

Line 38 starts from Via Galatti, next to Piazza Oberdan, at -:00, -:20, -:40 every hour,  and 
terminates at the SISSA main gate (http://www.triestetrasporti.it/index.php?linea-38).
Buses of line 38 are of reduced size and can be very crowded.

Line 2/ (which is temporary replacing the “Opicina Tram”) leaves from the same place as 
line 38, at  -:11, -:31, -:51 every hour. You should get off at bus stop “Obelisco” (ask the 
driver) and when you get off you should keep walking into the direction of the bus until you 
reach the pedestrian underpass to cross the main road (it is dangerous to the cross the 
road straight away without using the underpass). Then walk back in the direction of Trieste 
until you reach at the traffic light “Via Bonomea” on your right. Then walk down Via 
Bonomea, and SISSA main gate is 5 minutes away.

Dedicated transporation: an extra line 38 bus will be available for school participants with 
the following timetable. 

Mon 5th : departs from downtown 09:00, departs from SISSA main gate at 19:30
Tue 6th  : departs from downtown 09:00, departs from SISSA main gate at 18:30
Wed 7th : departs from downtown 09:00.
Thur 8th : departs from downtown 09:00, departs from SISSA main gate at 18:30
Fri 9th     : departs from downtown 09:00, departs from SISSA main gate at 18:30

The departure will be from Piazza Oberdan and will have “SISSA” written on top.
On the first day Mon 5th, some local SISSA people will help you finding the dedicated bus 
and getting you on board. Meeting point is at the tram stop of piazza Oberdan (https://
goo.gl/maps/jw8tV62a9tJ2) at 8:45.

Lectures

The lectures begin on Monday September 5th at 9:30, in the Room 005 at SISSA (ground 
floor). The schedule can be found at the school website https://indico.cern.ch/event/
464396/.

Registration

You will find folders in your hotel room, including all the material, so no registration will take 
place at SISSA.

Posters

Posters should be in A0 or A1 format.
Participants presenting posters are reminded that no printing facilities will be available and 
that they should bring the final version of their posters with them.  During the first Coffee 
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Break and the Lunch Time on Monday please see the secretary in Room 113 and give her 
your poster.

Suggested Excursion

The afternoon of Wednesday 7th is free time. For those who like to walk, we suggest a 
panoramic excursion in Carso starting from SISSA to Miramare castle. The walk will take 
around 2,5 hours and will start from SISSA following a dirt road (the so-called 
“Napoleonica trail”). You will be accompanied by some local SISSA people. Reaching 
Prosecco, the so-called “Sentiero Natura” (Natural Path) takes you down to the area of 
Miramare. Once at Miramare, you have free time to either visit the Castle or take a swim 
(bring a swimsuit). The way back to downtown Trieste will be via bus lines 6 or 36 which 
stop in Piazza Oberdan, in due time to be ready for social dinner at 20:00.

Social Dinner
On Wednesday 7th, social dinner will take place at Harry’s grill, Piazza Unita’ d’Italia, 
starting at 20:00.
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